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Thanks to Eyjafjallajokull
... the Trip of a Lifetime!
W

hat started out in April 2010 as a short overseas journey
by Harbeth’s boss Alan Shaw in April this year became a
six week tour - thanks to the Icelandic Eyjafjallajokull volcano
(see picture right) which closed European air space. As Alan
said, “I reached Hong Kong airport for my return flight to
London, it was obvious that something wasn’t right. But I
reported-in to be told no flights and no information. Thanks to
Peter Chan and his family (Harbeth’s Hong Kong/China
distributor) I managed to
secure one of the last
available hotel rooms. After a
few more days without news
I decided to turn this to our
advantage and use the time
to tour Harbeth’s distributor
friends in the region - and
that’s what I did. So a one
week trip became six
memorable weeks!”
From Hong Kong to Java, on
to Bali, Malaysia, Singapore
and back to Hong Kong
gave Alan a chance to catch
up on the audio market plus
the opportunity to do a little
sightseeing. “I’ve always
enjoyed South East Asia’s
people, culture, food and
climate and I can honestly
say that I had the time of my
to
life. A big
everyone who extended me
such generosity and
friendship. I’ll be back!”

T

B

ali is a fascinating country with a long history of wood
craftsmanship. Alan commented, “You have never seen
such a rich diversity of timber - not only in colour and grain but
in size. For example, in the picture can you imagine the size
and age of tree from which this section was taken?”.
Unfortunately, many of the exotic species that Alan thought
would make interesting speaker cabinet veneers are prohibited
in Europe (to discourage deforestation) so we’ll never see
them on a Harbeth speaker.
This was Alan’s first visit
to Indonesia - a real eyeopener. “I had no idea
just how fast Indonesia is
developing. With a
population about twice
that of Japan, two-thirds
that of the USA and
spread over seventeen
thousand islands it is an
astonishingly busy,
vibrant and up and
coming place. And
Balinese art will brightenup any room. I only wish
I’d been able to transport
some paintings back to
the UK. Oh well, next
time.” Alan’s photo diary
is online, here.
From the tea plantations
high up in the Java
mountains to the beautiful preserved colonial style buildings of
Singapore - time passed very quickly. A great experience.

he Harbeth company was founded in 1977 by the BBC’s
chief audio engineer. He was responsible for loudspeaker
development at a time when the BBC was pioneering new
speaker concepts such as the plastic-coned loudspeakers we
take for granted now. Alan explains “Harbeth’s first distributor
back in 1977 was in Japan where British technology and
innovation are revered. That was quickly followed by other
regional distributors who appreciated the Harbeth sonics to
bring a new, fresh sound to music lovers in their markets. No
surprise then that the Harbeth brand is revered now by second
generation customers throughout the Far East - and why the
Orient is a critically important and hugely successful market for
Harbeth.”

as perfected in the ‘BBC monitor concept’ which Harbeth have
honed to perfection.

Harbeth’s continuing upward global sales trend reaffirms what
those early customers in South East Asia discovered a
generation ago. There is a special acoustic magic in the
combination of traditional craftsmanship and high technology -

“My only regret” added Alan, “is that it took an Icelandic
volcano that nobody can pronounce to deliver me at short
notice to meet friends old and new. A long overdue trip again, thank you all.”

“The best part of being a speaker designer is getting out and
meeting customers and would-be customers”, says Alan,
“doubly so in these long-established markets where there is
such rich and valuable experience about reproducing great
music at home.” As you’ll see from the photos, Sam Chan of
Harbeth Malaysia and Jimmy Goh, Harbeth Singapore brought
together Harbeth fans to meet Alan and hear his pragmatic
views on audio. Everyone had a relaxed and amusing time.
You can see a short video of Alan in Kuala Lumpur here.
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